
UPDATED INFORMATION Monday, March 16, 2020 

As you are fully aware, the Coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic is a fluid situation that has evolving guideline changes.  Based 
on this weekend’s CDS recommendations and unprecedented national events, The Oaks will do its part to help prevent 
spread of Coronavirus.  All steps are temporary and are subject to change.  With that in mind, please note the following key 
points effective today: 

1. The Oaks will no longer sponsor any group gatherings in the commons, library, or main dining room.  This plan also 
includes meal service and social bus outings (to be covered in bullets below).  We are postponing common area 
gathering as Oaks Tenants age 62+ years are considered a “high risk” group.   Fort Hudson is committed to 
maintaining the safest environment possible for residents and staff of this building. 

Your immediate question may be: what if I want to get together with friends or have visitors?  All tenants should 
make your own personal decision to socialize or entertain…or not.  There are no visitor restrictions at The Oaks, 
however we do point out CDC and Public Health’s best recommendation for stopping the spread of the virus is 
SOCIAL DISTANCING.  

2. Grocery Bus Trips: we know some people rely on Oaks bus transportation as a necessity for groceries.  At this time, 
we will continue to make the bus trip available.  Effective Wednesday, we will add an additional bus run to the 
schedule.  This will allow each trip to run at 50% capacity (4 people).  That way tenants will be able to sit on the bus 
maintaining 3-6 feet distance from others.  We will have a 10:00am Market 32 bus run.  That trip will conclude and 
return to The Oaks in time for the regularly scheduled 11:00am Walmart/Hannaford trip.  Revised sign-up sheets 
will be in place later today. 

 As for pharmacy – as we know it today, McCann’s Pharmacy, Walgreens, and Price Chopper continue to offer 
prescriptions delivery. 

3. Meal Service: Currently, we offer breakfast, lunch, dinner delivery, and dinner dine-in to Oaks Tenants.  Effective 
today, we will be postponing dinner dine-in (main dining room) dinner service as part of the “no group gathering” 
emergency procedures.   Dinner will be available as dinner delivery service directly to the apartments.  Once again, 
we encourage all tenants to exercise Social Distancing.  However, tenants will make their own personal choice if 
they wish to dine together in each other’s apartment. 
 

4. Oaks Guest Suite – the no bookings for the guest suite policy is in effect until further notice.  
 

5. With our affiliation to Fort Hudson, all OAKS STAFF are currently following Nursing Center emergency guidelines 
as established by CDC and NYS Dept. of Health.  As such, all staff entering The Oaks have been temperature 
checked prior to each staff person’s shift. We continue to maintain vigilance with sanitation, handwashing, and 
distancing practices. 

It is our sincere hope that these temporary measures will be in short duration and our efforts will help to protect all from the 
spread of virus.  Thank you for your cooperation and support.  Any questions can be 
directed to The Oaks office.   

Sincerely, 

Shawna Cruikshank 
Director of Housing 
Fort Hudson Health System 


